In 
[ Anders & Korn 1999] . These procedures are sometimes compared one to another [Anders & Korn 1999] , but there is seldom an attempt to use these methods together at different stages of a general and systematic procedure. In the same spirit, additive (or constructive, or growing) methods [Fahlman & Lebière 1990] [Kwok & Yeung 1997] and subtractive (or destructive, or pruning) methods [Le Cun et al. 1990] [ Hassibi & Stork 1993] [Reed 1993 ] [Hassiibi et al. 1994 ] [Bishop 1995] [Friedman 1994 [Rivals & Personnaz 2000a] 
]). The goal of modeling is to "explain" the output with the help of a function of the inputs, which are other measurable variables likely to act upon the output. The inputs are denoted by the n-vector x. The value of x is considered as certain, and the output y p as a realization of a random variable Y p . The assumption of certain (noise free) inputs means that: (i) the values of the inputs can be imposed (like the control inputs in the case of a machine), and (ii) the values of the inputs can be exactly measured, i.e. the measurement noise on the inputs can be neglected. We distinguish between random variables and their values (or realizations
where 
where z (i) denotes the Jacobian matrix at iteration i:
and where the scalar l (i) > 0 is suitably chosen (see [Press et al. 1992] , [Bates & Watts 1988] , [Bishop 1995] [White 1989]) .
The sandwich estimator is used for example in [Efron & Tibshirani 1993] [Anders & Korn 1999] ; however, we show in [Rivals & Personnaz, submitted] that there is usually no advantage in using it. [Golub & Van Loan 1983] [Press et al. 1992] . The matrix z can be considered as very ill-conditioned when k z reaches the inverse of the computer precision, which is of the order of 10
IV. STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL TOOLS

IV.1. Numerical analysis of the conditioning
, only the neural candidates whose condition number is not much larger than 10 8 will be
approved. Usually, k z increases regularly with the number of hidden neurons. Previous studies of the ill-conditioning of neural networks deal with their training
rather than with their approval, like in [Zhou & Si 1998 ] where an algorithm avoiding the Jacobian rank deficiency is presented, or in [Saarinen et al. 1993] 
The first term ssr pe is the sum of squares of the pure errors, which is model independent, and leads to the good estimate (6) [Seber & Wild 1989] [Bates & Watts 1988] 
, and Appendix 1 for an original geometric demonstration in the linear case). The decision to reject H 0 (lack of fit detection) with a risk a% of rejecting it while it is true (type I error) will be taken when u > f N -M M -q 1-a , where f N -M M -q is the inverse of the Fisher cumulative distribution.
is the value of a random variable approximately Fisher distributed, with q -q' and N -q [Kwok & Yeung 1997] .
First, it is straightforward to specify the initial neural network (a linear neuron), whereas for subtractive ones, one does not know a priori how many hidden neurons the initial neural neural network should have. Second, they are computationally more economical, since they do not waste most of the time training too large networks (for which it is difficult to ensure that a minimum is reached). On the basis of the analysis made in section IV.1 concerning the necessity of the good numerical conditioning of the candidate networks for their approval, we propose to stop the additive phase when the condition number of the Jacobian matrix z of the networks becomes too large.
In practice, starting with a linear neuron, neural models with an increasing number of hidden neurons are trained, each of them several times with an efficient algorithm (for instance quasi-Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt) in order to increase the chance to obtain a global minimum of the quadratic cost function. For each number of hidden neurons, the model corresponding to the lowest minimum is kept. It is approved if the condition number of its Jacobian matrix z is below a fixed threshold (10 8 with an usual computer), and if its ALOOS can be reliably computed (both phenomena being linked with the conditioning of z). The residuals of the approved models and their
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ALOOS are stored for the subtractive phase. 
V.2. Subtractive hidden neuron and input selection phase
V.2.1. Hidden neuron number selection
The subtractive phase for the hidden neurons can be performed either (i) with the tests "2" using two estimates of the regression and hence two trainings (that of the unrestricted model, and that of the restricted one), or (ii) with the tests "1" involving only the estimate of the regression through the unrestricted model. Since the estimates, and hence the corresponding sums of squares of the residuals are already available, it is economic and straightforward to perform the test "2", which necessitates only the computation of the Fisher ratio (9). The selection using test "1" is questionable due to the interchangeability of the hidden neurons, and would necessitate the computation of as many Fisher ratios (11) as there are hidden
neurons. [Anders & Korn 1999] [Le Cun et al. 1990]) or OBS (for Optimal Brain Surgeon [Hassibi & Stork 1993] ). As a matter of fact, both methods use a measure of the saliency of the parameters which is close to the ratio u (1) (see [Anders 1997] 
Thus, we propose to perform a sequence of tests "2" starting with the full model as unrestricted model, the restricted model being then taken as new unrestricted model, as long as the null hypothesis is not rejected. Then, none of the remaining hidden neurons can be decided irrelevant, and the input selection begins (the problem of the hidden neuron number selection was tackled in [Rivals & Personnaz 2000b], but without irrelevant inputs).
V.2.2. Input selection
Again, this selection can be performed with the two types of tests. But this time, the tests "2" (two trainings) are less economical because the models with one input removed have not been trained in the additive phase (their sums of squared residuals are not available). Whereas for tests "1", it is only necessary to compute the Fisher ratios (11) corresponding to each input (which are not interchangeable). In the next section, we propose simulation experiments in order to judge experimentally what test should be chosen.
Whatever the chosen tests, if several inputs are judged irrelevant, the less relevant hal-00797670, version 1 -7 Mar 2013 input according to the value of its Fisher ratio is removed (i.e. that with the lowest ratio), and the network is retrained. A new series of tests on the remaining inputs is performed, until the null hypothesis is rejected for all of them, i.e. until no input can be decided irrelevant.
Note that a designer who is interested in a further gain in parsimony and in a slight reduction of the model variance is free to perform additional tests "1" on each parameter corresponding to an input -hidden neuron connection of the remaining fully connected network.
Finally, in the absence of an independent and reliable estimate of the noise variance, the ratio of the A L O O S of the final model to its M S T E is an indicator of its performance. The closer the ratio is to one, the more likely it is that the model output is a good approximation of the regression.
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
u = m T m / (M -n) p T p / (N -M) = ssr me / (M -n) ssr pe / (N -M) (A1.4
